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Introduction

Deciding to visit a marriage counselor is one of the most

difficult decisions for a couple to make especially when

their marriage has hit dead end. This is because many

people believe that by the choosing to see a marriage

counselor the couple seems to have accepted that their

marriage is failed which is partly true to some extent.

Although attending marriage counseling sessions is

supposed to be common and continuous in order to allow

prosperity of the marriage. Like football players requires

constant practice sessions some times daily to remain fit,

couples likewise need to keep their marriage abreast by

having regular and consistent sessions with marriage

counselor. Because the counselor will have assisted so

many marriages in limbo over a period of time, the

experience she has cannot be looked down upon; the

sessions could just be all you needed to keep your marriage

afloat.

 



Salvaging your marriage from divorce

Marriage counseling is similar to seeing your physician.

You visit our physician at least yearly for medical

examination, even though you may be all right. The visit is

very necessary because you don’t want situations to

surprise you.

Similarly you need to pay a lot more attention to your

marriage and maintaining it thereby ensuring it is healthy

and securing it from divorce.

Many personal and cultural inspirations have generally

changed how most people perceive the concept of finding a

marriage counselor. Let’s find out about them and

understand what they are about.

Counseling session indicates your divorce is imminent – It

is not always the case. This belief implies that you have

taken so long time to seek the needed help and therefore

everyone around you is expecting you to deal with the last

resort. Look for counseling services when your marriage is

still facing teething problems, it is easier to attend to

teething issues and maintains a happier union.

Counseling is for the wimps – true. There’s no need to see a

doctor for a leg that is not broken right? How important is

your marriage? I bet it’s not a just a holly vow but it is that

which you will defend with your entire life.

Strong men (women) don’t go for counseling – really!

Would you consider a divorced father who’s allowed to visit

his children every fortnight and spending half of his income

in kids upkeep strong? What about the divorced mother

striving to maintain a family and a home single handedly

because she felt strong to run for counseling?

Strong men and women seek counseling to stay strong.

My parents remained married without counseling – Can be

true, those were they ‘your parents’ you are not them. Were

your parents the happiest couple in the neighborhood or

they remained together only to save face? Changes in time



come along with improved skills to being good fathers and

mums right? The existence of the rotary dial phone and an

aerial on the rooftop could have played a bigger role for

your parents than you can imagine of.

Our marriage is ok – nothing could be further from the

truth. If your better half can detect a problem, open your

eyes dear, there really is a problem and a big one in deed.

Don’t you realize by now that a problem exists in your

union? As a matter of fact, you are on this website page

because you are seriously seeking for a solution to your

marriage problem most likely you want to avoid finding a

counselor or attempting to find convincing words for your

spouse that you in deed need to see a marriage counselor.

All the same, if it is you or your spouse not feeling happy in

the union then use the guidelines below and seek

counseling services now.

Half of first time unions end up divorcing, the guidelines

outlined here can help salvage your marriage:

Pay attention to your partner

Marriages end up breaking because there are underlying

challenges that both partners in the union need to address.

At this point marriage counseling is inevitable. Accepting to

seek marital therapy as an individual could result in only

short-term solution and because marriage is for two people;

both of you need the same help to find out what ails the

union and how to solve it. In many occasions paying

attention to your better-half expressing themselves will

help one notice the challenge and to some extent solutions

to the problem can also be mentioned. It’s been noted that

many marriages face massive communication barriers and

hence bridging this barriers can play a major role in

salvaging the marriage. Paying attention to your spouse

will also help you understand their feelings and could

completely alter forces at play once all details are laid bare.

Therefore, paying attention is at the center of salvaging a

marriage from divorce.
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